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A little bit about me:

My name is camlyn goosen and i was born and raised in johannesburg and moved 
to cape town with my family in 2016. i have spent most of 
my childhood watching my mom and Gran design spaces and this love for
design was definitely contagious, as i just could not picture myself doing
anything else, this occupied all of my time. 
i have travelled abroad and spent many months living in the usa at a very
yyoung age which taught me many of the fundamental skills i use every day. 
in terms of my love for design, i adore the use of colour in spaces and enjoy taking
advantage of italian and spanish design styles. I feel as though interior design is a natural
projection of the soul and i believe every space should not only be visually beautiful,
but also emotionally beautiful, as good design should make you feel something special.
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Brief
create a ‘capsule for living’
a space for living, eating, sleeping, washing and relaxing.
the client ideally wants to use the space as a sanctuary.
a place of escape after a hard day’s work.

CLIENT 
A rA renowned local or internationally acclaimed
INTERIOR designer or decorator of choice.

concept

the designer i chose was kit kemp, a world renowned interior designer.
kit loves to experiment with colour and print, which is what i have aimed
to do with this apartment. she loves to bring the outside elements in,using
florals and blue tones throughout her spaces. i used a lot of delicious velvets 
aand rich florals in this space, to create a space she would love to be in.

designers apartment | Kit kemp



designers apartment | kitchen perspective



floor plan
nts

hertex velvet, emerald blue

timber floor, oggie

concrete screed



may you never forget how far you have come and the miles it took to get to this place

- morgan harper nichols



four on o
Brief
four on o, blok’s 12th development, is situated on the localised streets of oliver 
and lincoln
that connects the urban life so intrinsically with sea point, to the natural 
wonder of the ocean.
tthis connection, between human and nature, is something powerful that defines and 
softens our
entire urban way of living in and makes cape town so unique.

CLIENT 
a young city living couple (aged 28- 38)
the husband owns a small advertising agency and his wife is a graphic designer.

concept

tthis space is a contemporary on-trend yet comfortable living space 
this client loves clean lines, edgy design and a sense of ‘space’, i have encorporated
a trendy modernism into this design, which shows through in the kitchen and 
lounge beautifully.



kitchen floor plan
nts



bathroom floor plan
nts



kitchen perspective



bedroom & lounge perspective





Brief
design and create 6 textiles. these textiles have to repeat and be printed on fabric

CLIENT 
these designs are marked by design time and will thereafter be for personal use 

concept
i tried to incorporate certain elements into each one of my designs which have a special place in my heart. 
llemons and citrus fruit brings back memories of my travels in italy, which is also pulled through into my ‘mapped’,
showing off the beautiful silhouette of the ponte vecchio.

textile design



foliage
line drawing

african clash mapped



art is chaos taking shape

- pablo picasso



House capricorn 

ELEMENTƼM

brief
design a wold first protoctype for a global destination playground.
your prototype will be franchised and needs to catch the eye of potential 
international investors.

client
a visial feast to seduce investors to come on board 



CONCEPT
We are House Capricorn, an adventure Oasis in the Vietnamese jungle.

 Our concept is derived from the starsign, the water-goat: a being that is both agile on rocks as it is in water.
 We chose this symbol because of the intention of our design: to build a space which fits in with the rocky outcrop of a water fall 

cl iff.
 This allows visitors to experience both the richness of the earth as well as cleanse their energy in the flowing water.

 House Caprico House Capricorn is a place for visitors to restore their souls, and embrace their inner child by engaging with and playing in nature. 
Visitors arrive to a beautiful reception which sits on the top of the cliff, here they can leave behind their material belongings

 and rejuvenate themselves in the unisex bathrooms.
 As they move to lower levels, they come across the yoga and meditation room: an open air space of serenity.

 Below this are a series  of seating and lounge areas.
 Walking down the carefully designed stairs, they are then taken to the natural pools that have formed close the the building,

 facil itated by clever design
. Finally, bellow the . Finally, bellow the rocks and jutting out of the water fall, is the restful pod area- where visitors can regenerate and lay their head 

for a night or two, 
with the water washing over them.

 The whole design of the building is to be incorporated into nature, without destroying the natural habitat.
 It is comprised of a mixture of indoor and outdoor spaces to accomodate the hot, humid

, and wet climate in the region. Visitors wil l  leave House Capricorn, not only feeling more connected to the natural world, but to 
their natural state within.



STUDY AND REST ROOM

restaurant 

STUDY AND REST ROOM

POD ROOM

POD BATHROOM

meditation area

reception



pod floor plan

nts

ground floor plan

nts



YOGA AND MEDITATION SPACE OUTSIDE BATH AND SHOWER OUTSIDE SHOWER



FACADE



brief

91 Bree Street will consist of three separate venues, not original but unique to Cape Town.
you need to design an all-day cafe & bar, restaurant , private dining rooms, shop & 
private club in the Grand European tradition on Cape Town’s Iconic Heritage Square.

client

liam tomlin, jan tomlin who are the ceo and founders of chefs warehouse.
 li lisa goosen, warwick goosen,who are the ceo and founders of tintswalo.
karen wilhelm who is the ceo and founder of k.id designs.

concept

The Mistress on Bree is a sexy space that is inspired by a modern French Boudoir. 
A boudoir is a private room or salon usually between the dining and bed room. 
An all-day café, bar, and morning patisserie that has the look and feel of old-town Paris, 
mixed with the bustle of Cape Town. A small retail area that will be home to a florist will
  fill up the space with beautiful floral scents.The first and second floor are moody spaces 
with the use of subtle lighting and contrasts between dark and light materials, such as velvets 
and white wall mouldings.
  

mistress on bree





Ground floor plan
NTS



i am going to make everything around me beautiful, that will be my life

- elsie de wolfe



Design is a behaviour, not a department



SAANS LENA | Group project



Axonometric of the interior of the tree house





SAANS LENA FLOOR PLAN
SCALE 1:50





brief: 

You have been given an existing plan, the structure of which cannot be altered at all. The design 
challenges are to:
- Design the layout to work optimally within the allocated areas.
- Incorporating a clear concept and consistent design thread throughout the Hotel.
- Choosing all materials for floors, walls and ceilings.
- - Choosing all fittings, finishes and furniture.
- Responsible and innovative use of local and international materials, furniture and artwork,
keeping a 5 star hotel look and feel in mind.

client:

Scott & Partners

concept:

TThe name ‘The Fred’ originates from The lad, which is now known as Camps Bay originally 
belonging to Johan Wernich, who was married to Anna Koekemoer. When Wernich 
unexpectedly passed away in 1778, his widow inherited the land. However, it wasn’t long 
before Anna married again – this time to a sailor who frequented the area. His name: 
Frederick Ernst Von Kamptz. After marriage, Frederick Ernst Von Kamptz became the legal 
owner of the land, and it was subsequently renamed “Die Baai Van Von Kamptz”, hence the 
name, The Fred. 

MMy concept for this space was a fun and exciting visual experience for not just the 
‘Everyday person’ but for the person who loves travel, colour, experiences and connects 
with the world that is Design. Loud colours and unique Cara Saven wallpaper fills the 
space with a summer energy which connects us to the world outside which is Camps Bay. 
Known for its vibey nightlife, Camps Bay offers an array of restaurants and bars, my 
concept for the bar was a loud soffisticated space for the traveller who enjoys her 
downtime. A modern take on comfortability, my contemporary style bedrooms bring an 

exexciting new feel into the world of luxury. 

7KH�)UHG�| Final project
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